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Integration to VMware vRA & vRO 

This document covers NetBackup Self Service integration to vRealize Automation and vRealize 

Orchestrator, using the NSS vRA Plug-in for the provision of Backup as a Service (BaaS) 
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1 Overview 

1.1 VMware vRealize Automation (vRA) plug-in  

VMware’s vRealize Automation (vRA) provides service design and automation features to streamline 

virtual data center management across private and public clouds. NetBackup Self Service (NSS) 8.1 

delivers a vRA plug-in which allows customers to embed NetBackup backup and recovery services 

within the vRA portal and related workflows.  

The plug-in consumes the NetBackup Self Service REST API and provides both examples and a 

component library with which service designers can configure tailored solutions. Examples include 

provision and protect orchestration and “day 2 operation” wrappers, such as backup and restore 

VM.  

 
This is designed to demonstrate integration of VMware vRealize with NetBackup Self Service and 
is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind. 
 

 

The NSS package for vRealize is shipped as part of the NSS SDK. It is designed to demonstrate what 

can be achieved with vRealize and the NSS API v6. It contains a number of vRealize Orchestrator 

(vRO) workflows, providing the following functionality: 

 Register Machine 

 Register Machines 

 Auto Discover Registration  

 Protect Machine 

 Backup Machine 

 Restore Machine 

 File/Folder Restore 

 Unprotect Machine 

 Unregister Machine 

 Unregister Machines 
 

One NSS tenant, protection type and NBU location are supported by the workflows. 

1.2 Key Design Concepts 

Section 2 describes the Solutions key design concepts. 

1.3 Raising a request from vRA example 

Section 3 covers some screenshots from an example process for adding a machine into a NetBackup 

Policy. The vRA plug-in supports the following:  

 registering the machine with NSS  

 adding the machine into an NBU policy, 

as one operation. 



1.4 Installation and Elements of VRO Plug-in 

In Section 4 the installation process and elements of the plug-in are reviewed. The plug-in contains a 

set of vRO workflows, actions and endpoints.  

The NSS workflows cover all the key BaaS activities (protect machine, backup now, restore VM and 

unprotect machine) that need to be performed, as well as supporting activities (e.g. add tenant) and 

they are ready to be incorporated into existing workflows. For example, to create a provision and 

protect workflow, your existing provision workflow could be augmented to include a call to the 

protect workflow. 

Package actions allow you to customize vRA forms with dynamic dropdowns that contain protection 

levels, back up images etc. 

The endpoints cover all the required REST endpoints that are used. 

1.5 Configuration 

Section 5 covers the configuration of NSS and vRA  

1.6 Operations 

Section 6 covers the available operations in vRA 

 

 

 



2 Key Design concepts 

2.1 Machine registration 

A machine needs to be registered with NSS before any BaaS can be performed against the machine. 

The plugin provides a dedicated Registration workflow but the other BaaS workflows will register the 

machine automatically if it is not registered. How machine registration works and where the 

required values are derived from is explained in the rest of this chapter. 

2.2 System wide attributes 

As it is described in the installation process, a number of attributes are defined which are then 

utilised by the various workflows. They are: 

 Generic tenant code  

 Default Protection type 

 Default Location (Master Server) 

2.3 Tenant configuration 

All NSS BaaS operations are available only at tenant level. Therefore, the existence of at least one 

NSS tenant is required.  

VRA controls machine access and operations for its users and VRA users do not typically access the 

NSS UI. Therefore, there is no need to implement multi-tenancy in NSS and all VRA machines can be 

registered against a ‘generic’ tenant in NSS. This generic tenant is defined as the default tenant in a 

VRO attribute and the registration operation uses this and the rest of the predefined details to 

identify the tenant, the master server and the protection type for a new machine. 

A key design decision is to either use the generic tenant or to map VRA tenants or business groups to 

NSS tenants. The key advantage of a one to one mapping between VRA and NSS is that NSS usage 

reporting can be more targeted, or access to the NSS UI is given to certain tenants e.g. for 

monitoring purposes. Please note in NSS a machine cannot be shared between tenants so if in VRA a 

machine belongs to several business groups which map to NSS tenants, the machine can be 

registered against only one NSS tenant. 

2.4 Protection Configuration 

The registration workflow will use the Protection Type attribute to set a machine’s corresponding 

property. Its value represents a pre-defined Protection Type, typically configured by an admin 

through the NSS UI. 

2.5 Location (Master Server) Configuration 

When a machine is registered with NSS, it must be assigned to a Location (Master Server). The 

system admin defines the Location through the NSS UI and its reference is set in the relevant VRO 

attribute.  

2.6 Registration 

The plugin uses the attributes plus properties of the machine passed into the workflows as VM 

object. The out of the box Registration process, registers a machine as a VMWare VM i.e. a machine 

that will be protected by a VMWare policy. If machines are registered to be protected e.g. as 



Windows machines, additional information is required. Please check the NSS API for the additional 

information. 

The workflow expects as an input a VM object, it retrieves its GUID from vCenter (the assumption is 

that the VM GUID never changes), certain other VM attributes and the plugin attributes to create 

the workload for the NSS REST API endpoint.  

2.7 Overriding Plugin attributes 

If there is a need to create multiple tenants or use several Protection Types and protect machines 

across NBU domains, then the default attributes need to be overridden. 

The only workflow that needs to change is the Registration one. It is important to change the 

shipped version than creating a new one as it is used by several other workflows and it is referenced 

by its GUID which will change if a new workflow is created. Please take a copy before making any 

changes. 

The easiest way to override the VRO attributes is to create VRA form fields whose values are then 

accessible from within VRO.  

  



3 Raising a request from vRA example  

3.1 vRA Forms 

Using the vRA plug-in, you can develop forms in vRA for the BaaS you require. 

 

The example below demonstrates a ‘protect’ process. The vRa plug-in will perform two 

operations: add the machine to the NSS computer repository & add the protection level 

selected. 

3.2 Add a Machine into a backup policy 

The example vRA form below shows the elements which need to be selected by a user.  

 

When the request is submitted it will communicate to NSS, register the machine and add into the 

policy selected above. 

  



4 Installation 

4.1 Prerequisites 

 NSS Version v8+ (API v6) 

 vRO /vRA v7.0.1 

4.2 Installation Instructions 

The plug-in is shipped as part of SDK and is available, by default, as part of the installation at 

C:\Program Files\Biomni\NetBackup Self Service Adapter 8.0\SDK\v6\vRealize. Documentation is 

also included here. 

 Open the vRealize Orchestrator; log in as a user with administrative rights 

 Select Administer mode from the drop down 

 Click on the packages tab and import everything from the com.nss.v6.package 

 

4.3 Elements of vRO Plug-in 

 Plug-in Components 

The Plug-in deploys all the vRO components you need to build out your vRA BaaS services.  

 Workflows 

 Actions 

 Configuration 

 Endpoints 

These components can be added to existing workflows and actions in vRO. 



 Workflows Repository 
Select ‘Design’ mode and Workflows icon. Drill down to show imported workflows under ‘NSSAPI – 

v6’ 

 



 Actions Repository 
The imported package actions allow you to customize vRA forms with dynamic dropdowns that 

contain protection levels, back up images etc. 

 

 

 Configuration Repository 
The imported Configuration Elements contain the parameters of the NSS API: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 Endpoints Repository 
The imported endpoints cover all the required REST endpoints that are used. 

 

 

 

 



5 Configuration 

 Log into NSS as an administrator 

 Create a user with an ID of vro; assign it the NSS Admin profile and GEN cost center 

 

 Change the password (find user in list, click the dropdown, set password) 

 

 



 Logout and log in as the vro user 

 Click the user drop down on far right of the page and click My Account 

 
 Add a new access key, make a note of / export to CSV the Access Key Id and Secret Access 

Key.  

Note: this is your only chance to do this. 

 

 

 

 



 

 Go to Admin > Tenant and select the client to be used for all vRA machine registrations, note 

the Customer Code (NOR in example below) 

 

 

 Go to Admin > Settings > Integration Settings and look for the Sections starting “NetBackup 

Location”. Choose the location to be used for vRA and make a note of the value at the end of 

the selected location (in the example below it is Central) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Browse to the NSS API help page 

(https://<address>/NetBackupSelfServiceNetBackupPanels/api/help/index#) 

 Click on Get /v6/protection/types to expand the section 

 Click on the on/off switch icon and enter the access key id / secret access key noted above 

 Click the Authorize button 

 

 Click the Authorize button 

 Click the Try it out! button 

 Scroll down the page and look for the Response Body section 

 Look for the ID that relates to the desired VMware protection type e.g. “VMWare” and make 

a note of it (this is the protection type ID). Below the ID is 2 

 



 Open the vRealize Orchestrator, log in as a user with administrative rights 

 Select design mode from the drop down 

 Click on the configurations tab and select Library/NSSAPI/NSSAPIV6 

 Click on the attributes tab 

 
 

 Enter the values for the API KeyId and SecretKey noted above 

 Enter the values for location, protectionType and tenant also noted above 

 Save the updated attributes 

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Configuration folder 

 Run the workflow named Configure NSS Rest Host 

 Within the HTTP-REST folder click select on NSSAPIV6 

 

 

 

  



 Select next and update the URL to point to your NSS REST API Endpoint (only change 

highlighted part), then click Submit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6 Operations 

 Open the vRealize Orchestrator, log in as a user with administrative rights 

 Select Run mode from the drop down 

6.1 Auto Discovery Machine Registration 

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Auto Discovery Registration 

 Run the Auto Discover and Register workflow, this will register all VMs for each vCenter 

instance that is registered within vRO 

6.2 Explicit Machine Registration 

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Single Run Workflows folder (or if 

registering multiple machines use NSSAPI – v6\Multi Run Workflows) 

 Run the Register Machine workflow 

 Select a VM (or VMs) to register 

 
 Submit to register the VM(s) 

  



6.3 Protect Machine 

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Single Run Workflows  

 Run the Protect Machine workflow 

 Select a VM to protect 

 Select a protection level for the machine 

 
 Submit to protect the machine 

6.4 Unprotect Machine 

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Single Run Workflows  

 Run the Unprotect Machine workflow 

 Select a VM to unprotect 

 Select a protection level to remove 

 
 Submit to remove the protection level 

  



6.5 Backup Machine 

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Single Run Workflows  

 Run the Backup Machine workflow 

 Select the VM 

 Select the Protection Level (only levels that have backup now attribute are listed) 

 Select the Retention Level 

 
 Submit to backup the machine 

 

6.6 Restore Machine 

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Single Run Workflows  

 Run the Restore Machine workflow 

 Select the VM 

 Select the Backup Image 

 Set Power on after restore / Remove networking options 

 
 Submit to restore the machine 

 



6.7 File Restore 

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Single Run Workflows  

 Run the File Restore workflow 

 Select the VM 

 Select the Backup Image 

 Type in the search text (>3 characters) 

 Select the item to restore 

 
 

 Submit to restore the item 

 

6.8 Unregister Machine  

 Click on the workflow tab and open the NSSAPI – v6\Single Run Workflows folder (or if 

unregistering multiple machines use NSSAPI – v6\Multi Run Workflows) 

 Run the Unregister Machine(s) workflow 

 Select a VM(s) to unregister 

 Submit to unregister selected the machine(s) 

 

 


